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Abstract

This paper describes a technique where the teacher uses voice to help students revise handwritten essays on their iPads thus overcoming shortcomings in the digital keyboards inherent to most tablet computers and other mobile devices. The technique uses Google Docs for voice input. The students begin their essays on paper and create a blank online Google document and share it with the teacher. The teacher then uses the voice capability native to his or her tablet device to read what the students have written into their shared online documents prior to having them revise those documents on their tablets. This paper discusses problems encountered and solutions discovered and shows examples of student-teacher interaction during the revision process using this technique.

Introduction

This article describes how I have refined a technique I have been exploring for the past seven years wherein I have been getting students to compose in Google Docs or similar online word processing software, such as Office 365, and then having them revise using the collaboration tools inherent to those platforms. This has involved initiating their writing process online. Feedback was provided on the documents that were shared by the students. Eventually, it was possible to provide feedback to the students by bringing their work up on the classroom projector where the student would see it on his or her computer, and I could provide feedback on the document by speaking comments into my iPad, which the students would synchronously see as comments in their document on their iPads (Stevens, 2015).

Having students compose in Google Docs has worked well when the students have had devices such as laptops with keyboards, but less well when the students have tablet computers. I have been overcoming the lack of keyboards inherent to most tablet computers and other mobile devices by using voice to help students compose and revise essays on their iPads.
Because some Arab students have difficulties getting voice recognition to work for them in English, they were requested to begin their essays on paper, create a blank online document, and share it with the teacher. The teacher then uses voice on his or her tablet device to read in correct English what the students have submitted on paper into their shared online documents, which the students can then revise on their tablets. This paper discusses problems encountered and solutions discovered and shows examples of student-teacher interaction during the revision process using this technique.

**Problems needing to be addressed in the Arab language teaching context**

The students in this study were Arab students between the ages of 18 and 21. Similar to EFL students in other contexts, it was noticed that many of them avoid writing beyond the minimum required for completion of classroom tasks, or even avoid doing those tasks. When they write during class, they are not inclined to follow through afterwards. Revision and writing process are sometimes not part of their expectations, and some often see little value in taking the time to correct errors. Not all of the students recognize the importance of improving their abilities to write in English in their anticipated career trajectories.

Writing instruction in the course of this study is assessment driven. Since the students produce limited amounts of writing, have in fact produced limited amounts of writing in their early education and come to college often with insufficient levels of skills, and are so resistant to making the effort to write much of substance, teachers instinctively use class time for writing preparation in test-directed activities. These can be formulaic and boring to the students. There might be exceptions, but it seems that no matter what the purpose of the essay (e.g., argumentative) many students learn only to begin paragraphs with ordinal numbers (e.g., firstly and secondly), without much regard to internalizing a wider range of cohesive devices. Their motivation to write is mostly extrinsic; few of the students appear to have experienced much joy in writing, at least in English. Their resistance to the process and the limited time available to prepare them across all aspects of their largely assessment-driven curriculum leads most teachers and students in this setting to focus on tasks designed to quickly train students to successfully write set pieces that will fit the parameters of a prescribed marking rubric rather than to explore writing for its own sake and for the benefit it would bring to all aspects of the curriculum, including improvement in critical thinking skills, if more time could be devoted to it.

Even the modality of writing is contentious. Since the essays are usually written out longhand during most tests given to students in the context of this study (though that is changing), some teachers feel that preparation for tests should also be done longhand in the same modality. I have long felt the contrary, that the format should not matter as much as the process the students will need to employ while writing their essays in whatever format, but my attempts to get students to write on PCs and
iPads have met with limited success in the first instance due to the students' lack of keyboard proficiency, and with iPads, due to the outright lack of keyboard.

Writing on iPad might be frustrating for the course instructor as well, although instructors at my institution can usually avoid the problem by using a device with a keyboard. But if an iPad or a tablet device is the only option for writing, that device's voice-recognition features can also be used.

This is the feature that was utilized when developing the technique described here, where I hit on having the students compose in longhand. Then I would read back what they had written (correctly, in good English) into Google Docs on my iPad, and then give them the resulting texts in both hard and soft copy, with my comments, for them to revise, in Google Docs if they would use it, or in longhand if that is what they preferred.

**The problem of providing teacher feedback to writing**

Teachers have long grappled with the problem of conveying feedback on student writing in a meaningful way. There is a plethora of literature on the effectiveness of various kinds of written markup on student papers. Hyland and Hyland (2006) present an excellent overview of the issues surrounding a variety of teacher feedback techniques. They raise questions relating to feedback such as, “Does it make a difference to students’ writing? ... What is the best way of delivering feedback? ... Can technology play a greater part in delivering feedback?” (p. 83).

They cite literature to suggest it is not effective, though there are the obvious confounding variables "of varied populations, treatments and research designs" (Hyland & Hyland, 2006, p. 84). This is certainly true in my experience. There did not seem to be many effective ways of providing feedback over my decades-long career teaching writing to students who were in varying stages of maturity and who were often even highly motivated to respond to it. But the present report regards the Arab Gulf context where, similar to other contexts, teachers are likely to find a larger than hoped for number of students with limited skills sets and minimal desire to improve them, possibly due in part to the fact that once these students have reached the tertiary stages of education, the tasks so far outstrip their ability to cope with them. Thus a common reaction of the students to the given feedback on their writing is to ignore it, as Hyland and Hyland (2006) point out:

> Studies suggest that students may ignore or misuse teacher commentary when revising drafts. Sometimes they misunderstand it...or they understand the problems pointed out but are unable to come up with a suitable revision...and sometimes this causes them to simply delete the offending text to avoid the issues raised. (p. 87)
In the past 10 years of using Google Docs extensively with students, a very large amount of student work was shared with their instructor who provided them with markup on their work which they were expected to follow up on. This work by students has never been systematically analyzed, but it would show minimal improvement in students’ abilities to address their errors by revisiting the files where the comments were provided by their instructor.

As Hyland and Hyland (2006) put it, feedback "will only be effective if it engages with the writer" (p. 86). This is where I undertook to refine my techniques in an effort to engage more effectively with students that one is likely to encounter at some point when teaching at the lower proficiency levels.

**Recent applications of technology to improving feedback in writing**

This article seeks to add to the growing list of suggestions on how technology can be brought to bear on the problem of engaging unmotivated learners in the revision phases of the writing process. One milestone in making large numbers of teachers aware of how free and easy-to-use Web 2.0 technology could help bring about improvements to feedback given to students was Stannard's (2008) ground-breaking work on providing feedback on writing through screencasting. Stannard used the free tool Jing (Techsmith) to screencast himself recording audio feedback on their work, but soon replaced this with the more versatile Camtasia (also produced by Techsmith, but not free).

Alvira (2016) conducted a study of his students in Colombia using Stannard's (2008) method. In his literature search, he noted that a part of his rationale for exploring screencasting as a feedback technique is that other researchers have demonstrated the following:

> [T]hat teacher comments on feedback on content are usually vague, contradictory and sometimes provide no guidance to the student ... The outcome of this situation is that students often become frustrated and discouraged and consequently ignore the comments, a situation which reduces the possibility of students improving their writing skills. (Alvira, 2016, p. 82)

Dobrou (2017) addressed the potential of technology in helping teachers provide feedback, reporting that:

> with digital feedback [on writing], they get to listen to detailed comments by their teacher at their own pace and they will have to take the time to do so while looking at their piece of writing in more detail. They can later be asked to rewrite it. (para. 23)
Alvira (2016) cited a doctoral dissertation by Hartshorn (2008) who found that ideally, feedback on writing should be manageable, timely, meaningful, and constant. Manageable means that the teacher has to be able to cope with the onerous load of marking student papers. Timely means that feedback needs to reach the student as soon as possible after each draft. Meaningful means the student has to be able to understand it, and constant means that the feedback keeps coming as students continue writing.

The technique described here addresses all of these considerations. The instructor in the context of this study might usually teach two or three writing classes a day, each with 15 to 22 students, and the students are expected to produce writing and process it quickly and effectively and receive simple feedback the next day from their course instructor so that they can undertake their revisions and receive more again from their instructor.

In this last iteration of working through this technique, it was found that the students achieved better results if they begin writing using pen and paper. Often they preferred to write by hand, so allowing them to do that was a course of least resistance. Though revision would normally require even more handwriting, their conception of the task was to write it out once and forget about it. Improving writing through revision was not something they had previously had much practice with.

Going through students’ writing in Google Docs, it was found that addressing errors at this stage was not the best use of time. Rather than bogging the students down in working out where their errors were and how to correct them, the intention was to have them revise from something that they had produced but had been rendered into excellent English. While the students worked, interaction between students and the course instructor took place to help them with questions as they arose, rather than confounding them with corrections before they had had time to formulate their questions. The comments given to students addressed a few matters of form, but were usually directed at bigger issues, such as structuring paragraphs logically, and how to develop the paper by providing examples, conclusions, or whatever else was needed to get the composition to follow a successful exam model.

**What my students need to know about the writing process**

It was found that the students in this study had little prior knowledge of the process of writing, so I informed them about it in a handout. Each statement in the handout was designed to address some critical misconception of the writing process commonly observed in my classes. The wording of the handout appears in the text under the graphic in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Graphic introducing a brief description of the writing process.

In this class, we work using the same WRITING PROCESS that you should apply when you sit your final writing assessment in this course. All good writers revise!

- In the past, before we had computers, we had to write or type out multiple drafts, or versions, of what we wanted to write.
- NOW, with computers, we can write out what's on our minds in a FIRST DRAFT, but then we think more deeply and change what we wrote in second, third, etc. drafts

Here is the process

- First draft, get some ideas down on paper or into a word processor
- Second draft / third draft, go back and
  - Add detail
  - Reorganize for better coherence
  - Find better words
  - Add transition words for better cohesion
  - Check spelling

Think about your writing as a process you can continually improve by

- Writing out and submitting a quick 100 word first draft.
- Revising your draft considering teacher feedback, and thinking about how you can improve it through
  - Adding detail, improving introductions and conclusions
  - Better organization, rewording, choosing better connecting words and phrases

It's important that you work from and build on your first draft. Work from your teacher's feedback. Do NOT start over.
Some disadvantages of using tablet devices to begin the writing process

The main disadvantage to using tablets at the early stages of writing is the lack of keyboard. The school in this context has transitioned from giving students PCs to giving them iPads, and for this age group, there have been problems with focus and distraction, which detracts from time spent on writing. It was also noticed that composition on iPads is awkward for students. Voice input might help, but my students were not able to use it themselves, so I came up with the technique described here to help them start writing on paper and have them carry out the revision process on their iPads.

Another disadvantage of students’ composing on Internet-connected devices in general is that they will often pursue one of two counterproductive strategies. One is the possibility to copy swathes of text from the Internet or compose a text in Arabic and run that through a translator.

Often a simple Google search might expose incidents where some material from the Internet might have been copied. For example, Student #1 submitted a passage written on paper that was copied from a text he had opened on his iPad (see Appendix A).

Voice tools in Google Docs enable the instructor to quickly render handwritten text into machine-readable format that can then be pasted into Google. Since I read all my students' work into Google Docs in order to give them feedback, it was also possible to quickly check which part was not their own writing or copied from the Internet. While reading Student #1's work into the iPad, it was transcribed as:

*I like to play football but there is an effect of anxiety of badminton players and its relation to the level of accomplishment. This study aimed to investigate the level of anxiety of the badminton players and its relationship to the level of accomplishment. Also the effect of the professional player in developing the level.*

The text was Googled, and it was found that some of its parts were copied from a study on anxiety in badminton players. The student was asked to try again and the second time he produced the work shown in Appendix B. Reading the student’s new handwritten work into Google Docs produced the following machine readable text:

*Football is one of the most famous sports in the world and I like to play the football. Countries and organizations attach great importance to the formation of teams for each country to compete in the world and to represent the country in international and annual competitions, whether annual, monthly, weekly, or otherwise. This is a very enjoyable sport, as well as a source of income in countries with large teams with high skills that win the world level and gain a*
strong competitive edge in this field. And I like [my country] teams because they are strong teams and I love them, and I like sports because it helps my life.

This was not found on Google, but it had come from a student who up to now had produced no original writing in my class. By now, the students had realized that work copied from websites would be exposed in Google, so they had begun to find other sources of text that could not be found in Google. Software like Turnitin might have worked to expose texts copied from other resources, but this software was not available at the college in this context. Having at hand a machine-readable transcription of what they had written enabled me to make cloze passages from their work and revert the challenge on them by seeing whether they can fill in any of the missing words. So, Student #1 was given this exercise:

Your mark on the paper you wrote for me in class yesterday can be your score on the words that you can replace in this paragraph, which you handed in as your own writing. If you did not copy this from somewhere, then you will know the words that you used in writing this:

Countries and organizations ________ great importance to the ________ of teams for each country to ________ in the world and to ________ the country in international and ________ competitions, whether annual, monthly, weekly, or otherwise. This is a very enjoyable sport, as well ________ a source of ________ in countries with ________ teams with high skills that win the world ________ and gain a strong competitive ________ in this field.

The student made no attempt to guess the missing words from what he had claimed was his own writing. He did however produce a third version in his own words (shown in Appendix K).

Using teacher voice to help students engage in a writing process

To summarize, in order to have the students produce first drafts of their writing more quickly than they can do it on an iPad, and to enable the teacher to give them prompt and improved feedback on their writing, as well as to counter and discourage counterproductive strategies, the process is as follows:

1. students start writing on paper in class;
2. they create and share a blank Google Doc with the instructor;
3. the instructor takes their papers and speaks what they wrote into their shared Google Docs; this corrects their spelling, grammar, and punctuation and gives them something to go on in revising their work in a follow-up class; and
4. the instructor prints out hard copies of their work and makes some corrections and suggestions there, but in particular addresses more global issues that the student might work on.

This makes further revision more efficient than with other methods, since what they have written already is rendered into correct English. The students can open the soft copy on their iPads, and they can use their limited time for revision to strengthen arguments or complete the work they started.

As an example of what the technique looks like in practice, see Appendix C, where Student #2 responds to the writing prompt by composing the following in class, on paper:

> In all my life. The extreme sport which I have in the earth and most popular is soccer. When you go to the goal you will to attack to anyone to come in front of you. But if the ball to other said you will hunt to get it.

The student did not appear to address the task very seriously. He wrote only 50 words in the 30 minutes assigned to the project, half the number of words the teacher was expecting from the weakest students in the class. Yet this student is not weak in ideas. He makes interesting analogies with attacking and hunting regarding the pursuit of balls controlled by opponents while passionately engaged in the “extreme sport” of soccer.

Teachers are often at a loss as to how to respond to student writing in an effective way. All possible manner of markups have been proposed. One thing that does not appear to work well is decorating the paper in red squiggles and expecting the student to respond thoughtfully to each squiggle.

In Student #2's case, the teacher takes five minutes to read the student's work in correct English into Google Docs, prints it out, and marks it up with suggestions for revision, as seen in Appendix D.

In this technique, just the teacher's act of reading the student's work into Google Docs is perhaps effective feedback for the student, who may appreciate that the teacher has obviously taken time to read and think about the student's work. Students may or may not notice the spelling and grammatical changes, but they are arguably as likely to not notice them even if they are highlighted in red. Feedback here is focused on what the student should do next. This is designed to keep the student writing, and the time it takes to make suggestions on a printout of a paper that has
been “corrected” though voice rendition into text is a fraction of the time it takes to address such errors one by one before providing that even more valuable holistic feedback. As can be seen in Appendix E, the student responded to some of this feedback by adding more substance to two of the paragraphs (129 more words, to be exact), bringing his work much nearer to standard, and addressing the task with more thoughtfulness than before.

In practice some students might ignore the feedback the teacher has provided and might change the topic or start over using one of the counterproductive strategies mentioned earlier, in which case they waste their time and that of the teacher. But those who carry forward with the process can usually improve their work more effectively than if they were revising by hand. For those who follow the process the results have exceeded other methods I have tried in the past.

Another productive technique is to have students pre-plan how they will address a topic using an “essay planner.” Appendix F shows how Student #3 responded to the technique by providing reasons and examples for an advantages/disadvantages essay. It can be seen in Appendices G and H how the student converted these points into a 2-page essay handwritten on paper using a reasonably coherent structure.

The teacher reads what the student wrote longhand into Google Docs, correcting the student’s English, and notes from Google's word count that the work is well crafted but at only 168 words, somewhat short of the 200-word target. Along with the soft copy the student can access on his iPad, the teacher returns the draft and the Google Doc hard copy to the student, offering more suggestions orally while doing this (see Appendix I).

In this case, the student did not respond to the suggestion (shown in red in Appendix I) that he rephrase the introduction to avoid “lifting” words from the prompt that would not figure into his final word count on the upcoming exam, but he does add additional information to two paragraphs, highlighted in yellow, that significantly improve the paper, as shown in Appendix J.

These small revisions might seem trivial to teachers of students of strong writers who faithfully engage with a writing program, but small victories are significant with students whose English is not very strong, and whose writer's block is rooted in deeply negative attitudes toward something in which they feel they will never do well. This brings us back to the case of Student #1, whose first attempts at writing were copied from Internet resources. Student #1 on the third try produced his first original work, as shown in Appendix K. Reading this into Google Docs, I was finally able to give him some meaningful feedback. As can be seen in Appendix L, the student was advised to make the introduction say what the essay would be about, to add details to the middle section, and summarize the main points in his conclusion.
When the student seemed to be struggling with this, he was given an essay planner handout and was asked to complete it to help him organize his ideas into an acceptable essay. Appendix M shows that he was able to supply the missing components on the form, which helped him narrow his essay topic down to fitness and cooperation as primary aspects of success for a football team.

I read the prose from Student #1’s essay planner into Google Docs to show him what his essay would look like based on his ideas placed after the cohesive devices. The student was then given the result shown in Appendix N.

As can be seen, the student was making progress. It is uncertain what kind of help he was getting from classmates, but as pointed out earlier, success is counted in the fact that the technique employed allowed the student to persist in his writing and follow a process which he might be starting to internalize. It is believed he also benefited from a modicum of success he may not have thought possible, perceiving himself as a “level one student” who had entered the class with no real hope of improving his English.

**Conclusion**

There are many challenges that are encountered in teaching writing skills to students in the context of this study; for example, writing class sizes of 15 to 20 students were too large to allow opportunities for engaging students in frequent writing activities and proper classroom management. Teachers in such contexts need a technique that will enable them to address the initial efforts of all students quickly and draw them out the way that Student #2 was encouraged to make meaningful revisions in his paper, and that student #1 was able to produce possibly his most ambitious and cohesive essay ever. Having students start the writing process on paper usually starts them writing, and putting that into Google Docs gives them something to take to the next level without their having to re-write from scratch.

It was found that the technique described in this article is one effective way of dealing with several classes which collectively produce a large number of short essays in a day. The instructor could usually address the work of a class of up to 20 students in about an hour, and return them with some feedback next class, which can help students move into the next phase of the writing process. The technique seemed to work well with some of the students and seems appropriate to addressing the challenges of teaching writing to poorly motivated students in the academic context reported in this paper.
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Appendices

Appendix A

Example of Student #1 copying first draft from an iPad in his lap.

You should spend 30 minutes on this task.
Use as much vocabulary as you can from the Level 3 Quiz 1-2 Wordlists →

Describe an EXTREME SPORT that you have done or would like to do.
1. Tell what the sport is about.
2. What equipment do you need?
3. What do you do when you play this sport?
4. Why is it dangerous?
5. How can you prevent accident or injury when doing it?
6. Why do you enjoy it, or why do you do it?

Write at least 100 words.

I like to play football but there is an effect of anxiety of badminton players and its relation to the level of accomplishment. This study aimed to investigate the level of anxiety of the badminton players and its relationship to the level of accomplishment also the effect of the professional player in their level.
Appendix B

Example of Student #1 copying a handwritten draft by another student.

FND 3016 – Week 3 - Start writing about an EXTREME SPORT

You should spend 30 minutes on this task.
Use as much vocabulary as you can from the Level 3 Quiz 1-2 Wordlists →

Describe an EXTREME SPORT that you have done or would like to do.
1. Tell what the sport is about.
2. What equipment do you need?
3. What do you do when you play this sport?
4. Why is it dangerous?
5. How can you prevent accident or injury when doing it?
6. Why do you enjoy it, or why do you do it?

Write at least 100 words.

Football is one of the most famous sports in the world and I like to play the football. Countries and organizations attach great importance to the formation of teams for each country to compete in the world and to represent the country in international and annual competitions, whether annual, monthly, weekly or otherwise. This is a very enjoyable sport, as well as a source of income in countries with large teams with high skills that win the world level and gain a strong competitive edge in this field. And I like this sport because it has strong teams and I love it.
Appendix C

A 50-word first draft produced by student #2.

In all my life, the extreme sport which I love is soccer. When you go to the goal, you will try to attack the one to come in front of you. But if the ball to other said you will have to get it.
Appendix D

Teacher feedback on 50-word first draft produced by student #2 encouraging revision.

From Sunday September 24
Start writing about extreme sports

In all my life the extreme sport which I love most on earth and which is the most popular is soccer. When you approach the goal you will attack anyone who gets in your way. But if the ball goes to the other side you will hunt to get it.

Good beginning
The first sentence is a good start to an introduction paragraph. Complete the introduction, telling more about the sport.

Second paragraph – what do you do when you play the sport? Write a good first sentence for this paragraph, then add more details.

Third paragraph

Conclusion
Appendix E

Student #2’s response to teacher feedback in which he revised from 50 to 179 words.

From Sunday September 24
Start writing about extreme sports

In all my life the extreme sport which I love most on earth and which is the most popular is soccer. Soccer is a game that is important for all humans. When you approach the goal you will attack anyone who gets in your way. But if the ball goes to the other side you will hunt to get it.

First of all, Football is the world’s most popular ball game in numbers of participants and spectators. There are also many people who are encouraging this game. Before you start playing this game when start in a beginning you should doing warm-ups, so as not to get into pain in the joints and tension in the muscles. After warm-ups we will be two teams of friends to play a friendly match. It is always amusing to see errors between the two teams or friends.

Second of all, now I will talk about the ball in general. approximately 250 million football players and over 1.3 billion people are “interested” in football; in 2010 "a combined television audience of more than 26 billion watched football’s premier tournament, the quadrennial month-long world cup finals." (Britannica.com)
You should cite the quote taken from here
https://www.britannica.com/sports/football-soccer

179 words
You have made good progress on your revision. You wrote 72% of the requested 250 words. I have corrected all your grammar and spelling errors. Next week you can improve your paper and bring it up to 250 words.

To do this do NOT DELETE what you have done so far. Revise and improve it.

To improve the paper,
1. make sure the introduction paragraph explains what you will write about
2. Add some detail to your paragraphs.
3. Write a conclusion to tell the reader what the essay was about.

Please complete your 250-word essay by the end of our first class period next week.
Appendix F

Student #3's essay planner showing points to be used in advantages/disadvantages essay.

[Image of a four paragraph essay planner]

Paragraph 1 introduces the topic. Here you need to say:

- What the topic is:
- Why it is important?

More disadvantages about iPad in the class:

- What you will write about in paragraph ...
  1. I will write about some good things about...
  2. Some bad things about iPad in the class.

Paragraph 2 is about advantages / or arguments FOR

- 1st advantage or reason for iPad in the class
  - Example(s):
  - 2nd advantage or reason for iPad in the class
  - Example(s):

Paragraph 3 is about disadvantages / or arguments AGAINST

- 1st disadvantage or reason against iPad in the class
  - Example(s):
  - 2nd disadvantage or reason against iPad in the class
  - Example(s):

Paragraph 4 is your conclusion. Here you need to say ...

- Which position do you most agree with? ...
- Why? (explain from what you wrote in paragraphs 2 and 3 how you reached your conclusion)
Appendix G

Page 1 of Student #3's handwritten first draft of his advantages/disadvantages essay
Appendix H

Page 2 of Student #3's handwritten first draft of his advantages/disadvantages essay

Secondly some people have other things about #Pad, #Bad and disadvantage things. So, student will play all the time on #Pad, they will play whole star of another game and students will see more of some funny videos and they will fail in the exam. This is disadvantage things about #Pad.

Finally the #Pad have #good things and #bad things, but in my opinion I'm with #Some People with or advantage #Bad because #IPad have more good things example you can help yourself and can research some hard things after that you will pass in the exams.
Appendix I

Teacher-voiced rendition of Student #3’s first draft of his advantages/disadvantages essay

October 9, 2017

Try to begin with different words from those given on the exam script

Many people think that iPads can help students learn more effectively, but many students to use them to waste time in class. I will write what some people think are advantages and disadvantages of having iPads in class.

First, some people think that iPads are good and they have some advantageous points. For example, you can help yourself to research about hard things. Also students can write many things about their subject and iPad is easy for students to use. This is one advantage about the iPad.

However, some people have other opinions about the iPad’s bad disadvantages. For example, students will play all the time on their iPad and they will play Lodestar or other games. And many students will watch movies or some funny videos and they will fail in the exam. These are some disadvantages of iPad.

Finally, the iPad has both good and bad aspects, but in my opinion I agree with people who think the iPad has more advantages, because iPad has many good features. For example you can help yourself and you can research hard things and after that you will pass your exams.

168 original words.
Appendix J

Final draft of Student #3's advantages/disadvantages essay, as submitted in Google Docs

October 10, 2017

Try to begin with different words from those given on the exam script
The words in red below are not part of your word count.

Many people think that iPads can help students learn more effectively, but many students to use them to waste time in class. I will write what some people think are advantages and disadvantages of having iPads in class.

First, some people think that iPads are good and they have some advantageous points. For example, you can help yourself to research about hard things. Also students can write many things about their subject and iPad is easy for students to use. This is one advantage about the iPad, and another advantage about the iPad is that it is better because the students can see many answers for many questions about any subject.

However, some people have other opinions about the iPad's bad disadvantages. For example, students will play all the time on their iPad and they will play Lodestar or other games. And many students will watch movies or some funny videos and they will fail in the exam. These are some disadvantages of iPad and another disadvantage about the iPad is that it is not good for eyes and if you use it all of the time your eyes will broken and you body will become fat, which is another disadvantages about the ipad.

Finally, the iPad has both good and bad aspects, but in my opinion I agree with people who think the iPad has more advantages, because iPad has many good features. For example you can help yourself and you can research hard things and after that you will pass your exams.

233 original words
This is 100% of the required 200 words
Appendix K

Student #1’s successful attempt at producing an original first draft, after 2 submissions that were copied from Internet resources.

My name is _, and my favorite sport is football and I like it because when I am a child I play with my friends and my brothers and my favorite club is _ and the football is the good sport because he make the ecstacy and we make fun and will be sport man and will be fast and when play football while another team you will win because you sport man and I like when I play football.
Appendix L

Student #1's successful first draft spoken into Google Docs by the teacher, with feedback

---

Student 1

September 28, you wrote an original first draft in class

My name is: and my favorite sport is football. I like it because when I was a child I played with my friends and with my brothers. And the

Football is a good sport because when someone makes an accident, we make fight and we will be sportsmen. And you will be fast and when you play football with another team you will win because you are a sportsman.

My favorite club is: 1. I like to clap for: because these are good teams. And I want to be a good player and I want to play with the: Clap!

106 words

Well done on your first draft. I have corrected all your grammar and spelling errors. Now improve your paper and bring it up to 250 words in a SECOND DRAFT in Word.

To do this do NOT DELETE what you have done so far. Revise and improve it.

You have made good points about football. You have these main ideas:
1. You have written about your experience playing football
2. You have a paragraph about why football is a good sport
3. You have a paragraph about clubs in

To improve the paper, you need to write 100 more words
1. Make the introduction paragraph explain what you will write about
2. Add some detail to the other paragraphs.
3. In your conclusion tell the reader what the essay was about.

I have put your essay into the Word document you shared with me. Note that it shifts right to left because your language setting is for Arabic.

Please correct this, and complete your 250-word essay in that document. Or on the paper I give you Sunday Oct 1
Appendix M

Student #1’s completed essay planner to help him organize the ideas in his first draft

Now put your essay on Extreme Sports into this Great Essay Template (on paper or WORD app).

My favorite extreme sport is **football**. This is a sport where **fitness**

**FOSS**, and **running** are very important!

In this essay, I will write about:

Two things about **fitness** and

the best team in **team** in terms of team **success**.

First, I’ll write about **fitness** if you want to play **football** you must have a good body and **muscles** and high **fitness** and you will eat good food like **healthy** food such as **vegetables**.

Next, I’ll tell you about the best team in team in terms of team **success** if the team wants to be successful you should work with one hand and cooperate with each other and you must do good exercise.

In conclusion I hope everyone loves playing sports and practicing sports and he love **fitness**.

In this essay, I’ve explained briefly about football and its benefits and the rheumatic.
Appendix N

Student #1’s essay generated from the essay planner he had completed with his own ideas

Section 10 writing from Mon Oct 2, 2017

My favorite sport is football. This is a sport where fitness, focus, and running are very important. In this essay, I will write about two things. First I’ll write about fitness and then I’ll write about the best team in terms of team success.

The first thing I’ll write about is fitness. If you want to play football you must have a good body and strong muscles and a high degree of fitness. And you should eat good, healthy food such as vegetables.

Next, I will give you my opinion about the best team in terms of team success. If the team wants to be successful they should work with one hand and cooperate with each other, and they must do good exercise.

In conclusion, I hope everyone loves playing sports and practicing sports, especially if they love fitness. In this essay, I’ve explained briefly about football and its benefits and … (something… rheumatis?? I don’t understand this word).

152 words